There is no known way of giving a domain-theoretic semantics to higher-order probabilistic languages, in such a way that the involved domains are continuous or quasicontinuous. We argue that the problem naturally disappears for languages with two kinds of types, where one kind is interpreted in a Cartesian-closed category of continuous dcpos, and the other is interpreted in a category that is closed under the probabilistic powerdomain functor. Such a setting is provided by Paul B. Levy's call-by-push-value paradigm. Following this insight, we define a call-by-push-value language, with probabilistic choice sitting inside the value types, and where conversion from a value type to a computation type involves demonic non-determinism. We give both a domaintheoretic semantics and an operational semantics for the resulting language, and we show that they are sound and adequate. With the addition of statistical termination testers and parallel if, we show that the language is even fully abstract-and those two primitives are required for that.
Introduction
A central problem of domain theory is the following: is there any full Cartesian-closed subcategory of the category Cont of continuous dcpos that is closed under the probabilistic powerdomain functor V ≤1 [1] ? Solving the question in the positive would allow for a simple semantics of probabilistic higher-order languages, where types are interpreted as certain continuous dcpos.
The category Cont itself is closed under V ≤1 [2] , but is not Cartesian-closed [3, Exercise 3.3.12 (11) ]. Among the Cartesian-closed categories of continuous domains, none is known to be closed under V ≤1 , and most, such as the category of bc-domains or the category CLatt of continuous complete lattices, definitely are not [1] .
Instead of solving this problem, one may wonder whether there are other kinds of domain-theoretic semantics that would be free of the issue. Typically, can we imagine having two classes of types? One would be interpreted in a category of continuous dcpos that is closed under V ≤1 -Cont for example, although we will prefer the category PCCont of pointed coherent continuous dcpos (see below). The other would be interpreted in a Cartesian-closed category of continuous dcpos, and we will use CLatt. Such This research was partially supported by Labex DigiCosme (project ANR-11-LABEX-0045-DIGICOSME) operated by ANR as part of the program "Investissement d'Avenir" Idex Paris-Saclay (ANR-11-IDEX-0003-02). a division in two classes of types is already present in Paul B. Levy's call-by-push-value [4] (a.k.a. CBPV).
Outline. We briefly review related work in Section 2, and give a few basic working definitions in Section 3. We define our probabilistic call-by-push-value languages in Section 4, explaining the design decisions we had to make in the process-notably the extra need for demonic nondeterminism. We give domain-theoretic and operational semantics there, too. We establish soundness in Section 5 and adequacy in Section 6. In Section 7, we review a few useful consequences of adequacy, among which the coincidence between the applicative preorder and the contextual preorder τ . Our language CBPV(D, P) is not (inequationally) fully abstract, but adding a parallel if operator pifz pifz pifz and a statistical termination tester operator >b (as in [5] ) results in an (inequationally) fully abstract language. The latter is proved in Section 8. We conclude and list a few remaining open questions in Section 9.
Related Work
Call-by-push-value (CBPV) is the creation of Paul B. Levy [4] , [6] , and is a typed higher-order pure functional language. It was originally meant as a subsuming paradigm, embodying both call-by-value and call-by-name disciplines.
The first probabilistic extension of CBPV was proposed recently by Ehrhard and Tasson [7] , and its denotational semantics rests on probabilistic coherence spaces. Their typing discipline is inspired by linear logic, and they also include a treatment of general recursive types, which we will not. In contrast, our extension of CBPV will have firstclass types of subprobability distributions V V Vσ, and will also include a type former for demonic non-determinism.
Statistical probabilistic programming has attracted quite some attention, and quasi-Borel spaces and predomains have recently been used to give adequate semantics to typed and untyped probabilistic programming languages, see [8] . The latter describes another way of circumventing the problem we stated in the introduction.
There is a large body of literature concerned with the question of full abstraction for PCF-like languages. The first paper on the subject is due to G. Plotkin [9] , and is still a must-read. Th. Streicher's book [10] is an excellent reference on the subject.
Probabilistic coherence spaces provide a fully abstract semantics for a version of PCF with probabilistic choice, as shown by Ehrhard, Tasson, and Pagani [11] . The already cited paper of Ehrhard and Tasson [7] gives an analogous result for their probabilistic version of CBPV. Our work is concerned with languages with domain-theoretic semantics instead, and our former work [5] gives soundness, adequacy and full abstraction results for PCF plus angelic nondeterminism, with or without probabilistic choice. We will see that CBPV naturally calls for a form of demonic, rather than angelic, non-determinism.
Preliminaries
We refer to [3] , [12] , [13] for material on domain theory and topology. A dcpo is pointed if and only if it has a least element ⊥. Dcpos are always equipped with their Scott topology. R + = R ∪ {∞} and [0, 1] are dcpos, with the usual ordering. The way-below relation is defined by x y if and only if for every directed family (x i ) i∈I such that y ≤ sup i∈I x i , there is an i ∈ I such that x ≤ x i . A dcpo X is continuous if and only if every element is the supremum of a directed family of elements way-below it. In that case, the sets ↑ ↑ x = {y ∈ X | x y} form a base of open sets of the Scott topology. We recall that a base of a topology is a family B of open sets such that every open set is a union of sets from B. A subbase is a family S such that the finite intersections of elements of S form a base.
A basis B of a dcpo X (not to be confused with a base) is a set of elements of X such that, for every x ∈ X, {b ∈ B | b x} is directed and has x as supremum. A dcpo is continuous if and only if it has a basis B. Then the sets ↑ ↑ b, b ∈ B, also form a base of the Scott topology.
We write ≤ for the specialization ordering of a T 0 topological space. For a dcpo X, that is the original ordering on X. A subset of a topological space is saturated if and only if it is upwards-closed in ≤, if and only if it is the intersection of its open neighborhoods. A topological space X is locally compact if and only if for every x ∈ X, for every open neighborhood U of x, there is a compact saturated set Q such that x ∈ int(Q) ⊆ Q ⊆ U . (int(Q) denotes the interior of Q.) A topological space is coherent if and only if the intersection of any two compact saturated subsets is compact. It is well-filtered if and only if for every filtered family of compact saturated sets (Q i ) i∈I (filtered meaning directed for reverse inclusion), every open neighborhood U of i∈I Q i already contains some Q i . In a well-filtered space, the intersection i∈I Q i of such a filtered family is compact saturated. A stably compact space is a T 0 , wellfiltered, locally compact, coherent and compact space X. Every pointed, coherent, continuous dcpo is stably compact.
Given two dcpos X and Y , [X → Y ] denotes the dcpo of all Scott-continuous maps from X to Y , ordered pointwise. Directed suprema are also pointwise, namely (sup i∈I f i )(x) = sup i∈I (f i (x)) for every directed family
The
Languages CBPV(D, P) and CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + Our first language, CBPV(D, P), is a call-by-push-value language with Demonic non-determinism and Probabilistic choice. We explain below why we do not consider just probabilistic choice, but also demonic non-determinism.
Types and their Semantics
We consider the following grammar of types:
The types σ, τ , . . . , are the value types, and the types σ, τ , . . . , are the computation types, following Levy [4] . The main difference is the V V Vτ construction, denoting the type of subprobability valuations on τ . We write σ, τ for types when it is not important whether they are value types or computation types.
We have already said in the introduction that computation types will be interpreted in the category CLatt of continuous complete lattices. Value types τ will give rise to pointed, coherent, continuous dcpos τ :
• for every computation type τ , we define U U Uτ as τ : being a continuous complete lattice, it is in particular pointed, coherent, and a continuous dcpo;
• unit unit unit is Sierpiński space S = {⊥, } with ⊥ < ;
• int int int is Z ⊥ = Z∪{⊥}, with the ordering that makes ⊥ least and all integers be pairwise incomparable;
A subprobability valuation on X is a map ν from the lattice OX of open subsets of X to [0, 1] which is strict (ν(∅) = 0), Scott-continuous, and modular (ν( Corollary 5.4] . It is pointed, since the zero valuation is least in V ≤1 X. If X is also pointed and coherent, then X is stably compact, and then V ≤1 X is stably compact in the weak upwards topology [14, Theorem 39] . The latter coincides with the Scott topology, owing to the continuity of X (see [15, Satz 8.6] , or [16, Satz 4.10] ).
Computation types τ will give rise to continuous complete lattices τ . Standardly, σ → τ = [ σ → τ ], but we have to decide on an interpretation of types F F Fτ .
If we had decided to interpret computation types as bcdomains (roughly, continuous complete lattices that may lack a top element), then a natural choice would be to define F F Fτ as Ershov's bc-hull of τ [17] . However, that is a complex and non-constructive object (ibid., page 13). Fortunately, the bc-hull of a space X is a natural subspace of the Smyth powerdomain Q(X) of X, at least when X is a coherent algebraic dcpo (ibid., Corollary B), and Q(X) is easier to work with. Explicitly, Q(X) is the poset of all non-empty compact saturated subsets of X, ordered by reverse inclusion, and is used to interpret demonic nondeterminism in denotational semantics. When X is wellfiltered and locally compact, Q(X) is also a continuous dcpo, and it is a bc-domain provided X is also compact and coherent. Q (X), the poset of all (possibly empty) compact saturated subsets of X-alternatively, Q(X) plus an additional top element = ∅-, is a continuous complete lattice whenever X is a stably compact space, and that makes Q ( τ ) a good candidate for F F Fτ .
For technical reasons related to adequacy, we will need a certain map f * below to be strict, i.e., to map ⊥ to ⊥.This will be obtained by defining F F Fτ as Q ⊥ ( τ ) instead, where Q ⊥ (X) is the lift of Q (X), obtained by adding a fresh element ⊥ below all others.
To sum up:
The properties we need of Q ⊥ (X) are as follows. We omit the proof, which is largely standard, and can be found in [18, Proposition 4.2] . The Scott-continuous function η Q : X → Q ⊥ (X) maps each x ∈ X to ↑ x, the set of points above x in X. Proposition 4.1. Let X be a stably compact space. Then: 1) Q ⊥ (X) (just like Q (X)) is a continuous complete lattice; Q is way-below Q if and only if Q = ⊥, or Q, Q = ⊥ and Q ⊆ int(Q); 2) For every continuous complete lattice L, for every continuous map f : X → L, there is a strict Scottcontinuous map f * :
Syntax
We define the syntax of our language CBPV(D, P) together with its typing discipline, inductively, as in Figure 1 , using the notation M : τ to say "M is a term of type τ ". There are countably infinitely many variables x τ , y τ , . . . of each value type τ .
We extend the notation M to to to x σ in in in N to the case where N has an arbitrary computation type by: for every N : λ → τ , M to to to x σ in in in N = λy λ .M to to to x σ in in in (N y λ ), where y λ is fresh. Similarly, we extend abort abort abort F F Fτ to all computation types by letting abort abort abort λ→τ = λx λ . abort abort abort τ .
The variable x σ is binding in λx σ .M , in N to to to x σ in in in M , and in rec rec rec x σ .M , and its scope is M in all three cases. We omit the standard definition of α-renaming and of capture-avoiding substitution.
We also consider an extension of CBPV(D, P) called CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + , with the following extra clauses:
The language CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz is obtained by admitting only the second one as extra clause, while CBPV(D, P) + only admits the first one as extra clause.
>b is the statistical termination tester, and pifz pifz pifz is parallel if. We extend the notation pifz pifz pifz M N P to the case where N and P have an arbitrary computation type τ by letting pifz pifz pifz M N P denote λx σ .pifz pifz pifz M (N x σ ) (P x σ ) when N , P have type σ → τ , where x σ is a fresh variable. 
Denotational Semantics
Let Env, the dcpo of environments, be the product of the dcpos σ over all variables x σ . Its elements are maps ρ from variables x σ to values ρ(x σ ). The denotational semantics is given by a family of Scott-continuous maps M , one for each M : τ , from Env to τ : see Figure 2 , where the bottom two clauses are specific to CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz, resp. to CBPV(D, P) + , and the two of them together are specific to CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + . We use the notation V ∈ X → f (V ) to denote the function that maps each V ∈ X to f (V ). For every ρ ∈ Env, and every V ∈ σ , we write ρ[x σ → V ] for the environment that maps x σ to V and every variable y = x σ to ρ(y). The operator lfp : [X → X] → X maps every Scott-continuous map f from a pointed dcpo to itself, to its least fixed point lfp f = sup n∈N f n (⊥). The Dirac mass δ x at x is the probability valuation such that δ
For future reference, we note that f † (δ a ) = f (a), and that, for every continuous map h :
Integration is linear in both the integrated function h and the continuous valuation ν, and Scott-continuous in each. These facts can be found in Jones' PhD thesis [2] . The fact that the semantics M ρ is well-defined and continuous in ρ is standard. Note the use of binary infimum (∧) in the semantics of and of pifz pifz pifz, for which we use 
Operational Semantics
Our operational semantics is in the style of [5] . It operates on configurations, which are pairs C·M of an evaluation context C and a term M . The deterministic part of the calculus is defined by rewrite rules C ·M → C ·M between configurations. For the probabilistic and non-deterministic part of the calculus, we rely on judgments C · M ↓ a, which state, roughly, that the probability that computation terminates, starting from C · M , is larger than a.
The elementary contexts, together with their types σ τ (where σ, τ are value or computation types) are:
τ , for every N : σ and every computation type τ ;
The initial contexts are [ ] : σ σ, [produce produce produce ] : σ F F Fσ and [produce produce produce ret ret ret ] : σ F F FV V Vσ. For every elementary or initial context E : σ τ and every M : σ, we write E[M ] for the result of replacing the unique occurrence of the hole in E (after removing the outer square brackets) by M . E.g,
The configurations of the operational semantics are pairs C · M where C : σ F F FV V Vunit unit unit and M : σ, for arbitrary value or computation types σ. The rules of the operational semantics are given in Figure 3 . The redex discovery rule
The judgments C · M ↓ a are defined for all terms M : σ (where σ is a value or computation type), contexts C : σ F F FV V Vunit unit unit, and a ∈ Q∩[0, 1), and mean that a is waybelow the probability of termination of C · M (i.e., either a = 0 or a is strictly less than the probability that C · M terminates). Since induces non-deterministic choice, we really mean the probability of must-termination, namely that, in whichever way the non-determinism involved in the use of the operator is resolved (evaluating left, or right), the final probability is larger than a.
We write Pr(
This leads to the following central notion, which we only state for ground terms. A term is ground if and only if it has no free variable. (We define ground contexts similarly.) The case of non-ground terms can be dealt with using appropriate quantifications over substitutions, but will not be needed. We will freely reuse the notations σ , for the similarly defined notions on the related languages CBPV(D, P)+pifz pifz pifz, CBPV(D, P) + , and CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + . If there is any need to make the language precise, we will mention it explicitly. The following will familiarize us with the operational semantics.
Proof. Whenever we can derive C · M ↓ a, we can derive C · M ↓ a by rule (D). 2 Lemma 4.6. Let C = E 1 · · · E n be a sequence of elementary contexts, of type σ τ . For every context C : τ F F FV V Vunit unit unit, for every term N : σ, Pr(C · C [N ]↓) = Pr(CC · N ↓).
Proof. By the redex discovery rule, C·C [N ] → * CC ·N , so Pr(C · C [N ]↓) ≥ Pr(CC · N ↓) by Lemma 4.5. Conversely, if C ·C [N ]↓a is derivable, then we show that CC ·N ↓a is derivable by induction on n. Inspection of the rules shows that only (B) or (D) applies. The result follows easily. 2 Lemma 4.7. Let C = E 1 · · · E n be a sequence of elementary contexts. 
Soundness
We let the rank of a type be 0 for a value type that is not of the form V V Vσ, 1/2 for types of the form V V Vσ, and 1 for computation types. This will play a key role in our soundness proof, for the following reason: for every elementary or initial context E : σ τ , the rank of σ is less than or equal to the rank of τ . Hence if C = E 0 E 1 E 2 · · · E n is of type σ τ , and E i is of type σ i+1 σ i , then every σ i has rank between those of σ and τ .
We will also need to define the semantics of
where σ is a value or computation type, and let ρ ∈ Env.
In CBPV(D, P), in CBPV(D, P)+pifz pifz pifz, in CBPV(D, P)+ , and in CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + :
Proof. Item 2 is an easy consequence of item 1, which we prove by induction on the derivation. For a full proof, see [18, Proposition 5.1] . We only deal with a few cases.
By our observation on ranks, if C :
σ i for each i, then all the types σ i are computation types (rank 1). In that case, E i can only be of one of the two forms [ N ], [ to to to x σ in in in N ]. In each case, E i ρ maps top to top: in the case of [ to to to x σ in in in N ], this is by Proposition 4.1, item 3. It follows that C ρ also maps top to top, whence C[abort abort abort F F Fσ ] ρ = C ρ( abort abort abort F F Fσ ρ) = C ρ(∅) = ∅. As a consequence, C[abort abort abort F F Fσ ] ρ = ⊥, and the claim that for every ν ∈ C[abort abort abort F F Fσ ] ρ, ν({ }) ≥ Pr(C · abort abort abort ↓) is vacuously true: rule (C) is sound.
Similarly, and still assuming C : F F Fσ F F FV V Vunit unit unit, for each i, E i ρ preserves binary infima. When E i = [ to to to x σ in in in N ], this is by Proposition 4.1, item 3. When E i = [ N ], this is by Lemma 4.2. It follows that C ρ preserves binary infima. We apply this to rule (F):
By symmetry, let us assume that C[M ] ρ = ⊥. By induction hypothesis, the only value of a such that C·M ↓a is derivable is a = 0. There are only two rules that can end a derivation of C ·M N ↓a, (B) and (F), and they both require a = 0. 
In each case, the rank of σ i is equal to that of σ i+1 . Since σ n+1 = F F FV V Vunit unit unit has rank 1 and σ 0 = V V Vσ has rank 1/2, E 0 cannot be [ ] : F F FV V Vunit unit unit F F FV V Vunit unit unit, and cannot be [produce produce produce ret ret ret ] : unit unit unit F F FV V Vunit unit unit either. Hence E 0 is equal to [produce produce produce ] : V V Vunit unit unit F F FV V Vunit unit unit, and every E i
Adequacy
Adequacy is proved through the use of a suitable logical relation (R σ ) σ type , where R σ relates ground terms of type σ with elements of σ . Again we work in CBPV(D, P) or any of its extensions with pifz pifz pifz or or both, without further mention. We define R σ as follows. The pattern used in the definition of R V V Vσ and of R F F Fσ is akin to Katsumata's logical predicates [19] . 
; here h is any continuous map from σ to the continuous complete lattice [0, 1], so h * makes sense (Proposition 4.1); Proof. This is an easy induction on types. Only the cases σ = V V Vσ and σ = F F Fσ need some care. In the case σ = V V Vσ, M R V V Vσ is Scott-closed because integration is Scottcontinuous in the valuation. In order to show that it contains ⊥ (the zero valuation), we must show that Pr(C · M ↓) ≥ x∈ σ h(x)d0 = 0 for all C R ⊥ σ h, and that is trivial. In the case σ = F F Fσ, let us fix C and h so that C R * σ h. Since h * is continuous by Proposition 4.1, item 2,
is open for every r ∈ R + . By taking complements, the set 
Proof. Let C : V V Vτ → F F FV V Vunit unit unit be a ground context, and h be a Scott-continuous map from τ to [0, 1] such that C R ⊥ τ h. We wish to show that Pr(
Using this together with the fact that
The following is proved similarly, using Proposition 4.1, item 4, instead of (1). Lemma 6.5. Let σ, τ be two value types. Let N : F F Fτ be a term with x σ as sole free variable, f ∈ [ σ → F F Fτ ], and assume that for
We write χ U : X → S for the characteristic map of an open subset U of a space X. Lemma 6.6.
this is clear. Otherwise, we claim that the left-hand side is (greater than or) equal to 1. We have [produce produce produce ]·ret ret ret M → [produce produce produce ret ret ret ] · M , so Pr([produce produce produce ] · ret ret ret M ↓) ≥ Pr([produce produce produce ret ret ret ] · M ↓) by Lemma 4.5. Since M R unit unit unit , Pr([produce produce produce ret ret ret ] · M ↓) ≥ Pr([produce produce produce ret ret ret ] · * ↓), and Pr([produce produce produce ret ret ret ] · * ↓) = 1 since we can deduce [produce produce produce ret ret ret ] · * ↓ a for every a ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1).
2. Let M R V V Vunit unit unit ν. It suffices to show that Pr([ ] · produce produce produce M ↓) ≥ ν({ }). Since [produce produce produce ] R ⊥ unit unit unit χ { } by item 1, Pr([produce produce produce ] · M ↓) ≥ x∈ unit unit unit χ { } (x) dν = ν({ }). We use Lemma 4.5 together with [ ] · produce produce produce M → [produce produce produce ] · M and we obtain the desired inequality.
2 A substitution θ = [x 1 := N 1 , · · · , x n := N n ] is a map of finite domain dom θ = {x 1 , · · · , x n } from pairwise distinct variables x i to ground terms N i of the same type as x i . We omit the definition of (parallel) substitution application M θ. The case M [x σ := N ] is the special case n = 1. We note that M [x 1 := N 1 , · · · , x n := N n ][x := N ] = M [x 1 := N 1 , · · · , x n := N n , x := N ] when x is distinct from x 1 , . . . , x n , and not free in N 1 , . . . , N n .
We define the relation R • between substitutions and environments by θ R • ρ if and only if for every x σ ∈ dom θ, x σ θ R σ ρ(x σ ). Proposition 6.7. For every type σ, for every term M : σ of CBPV(D, P) or any of its extensions with pifz pifz pifz or or both, for every substitution θ whose domain contains all the free variables of M , for every environment ρ, if θ R • ρ then M θ R σ M ρ.
Proof. By induction on M . Again, we only give a few excerpts; for a full proof, see [18, Proposition 6.9] . For terms of the form M to to to x σ in in in N where M : F F Fσ and N : F F Fτ , let us write θ as [x 1 := N 1 , · · · , x n := N n ], and assume by α-renaming that x σ is different from every x i and free in no N i . By induction hypothesis M θ R F F Fσ M ρ, and for all
For terms do do do x σ ← M ; N where M : V V Vσ and N : V V Vτ , we reason similarly, using Lemma 6.4 instead. The case of terms rec rec rec x σ .M is dealt with using Corollary 6.3.
For terms ifz ifz ifz M N P : σ, by induction hypothesis M θ R int int int M ρ, N θ R σ N ρ, and P θ R σ P ρ. If M ρ = ⊥, then (ifz ifz ifz M N P )θ R σ ⊥ = ifz ifz ifz M N P ρ, by Lemma 6.2. Otherwise, let n = M ρ ∈ Z. Since M θ R int int int M ρ, Pr(C · M θ↓) ≥ Pr(C · n↓) for every ground context C : int int int F F FV V Vunit unit unit. In particular, for every ground context C : σ F F FV V Vunit unit unit, Pr(C[ifz ifz ifz N θ P θ] · M θ↓) ≥ Pr(C[ifz ifz ifz N θ P θ] · n↓). Using Lemma 4.6, Pr(C ·ifz ifz ifz M θ N θ P θ↓) ≥ Pr(C[ifz ifz ifz N θ P θ]·n↓). Since C[ifz ifz ifz N θ P θ]·n reduces to C ·N θ if n = 0, and to C·P θ if n = 0, by Lemma 4.5, Pr(C·ifz ifz ifz M θ N θ P θ↓) is larger than or equal to Pr(C · N θ↓) if n = 0, and to Pr(C · P θ↓) otherwise. By Lemma 6.1, ifz ifz ifz M θ N θ P θ R σ N ρ if n = 0, and ifz ifz ifz M θ N θ P θ R σ P ρ if n = 0. In any case, ( 
For >b M where M : F F FV V Vunit unit unit, by induction hypothesis M θ R F F FV V Vunit unit unit M ρ. Using Lemma 6.6, item 2, we obtain that Pr is derivable. For every ground context C : unit unit unit F F FV V Vunit unit unit, for every a such that C · * ↓ a is derivable, rule (G) allows us to derive C · >b M ↓ a, so Pr(C · >b M ↓) ≥ Pr(C · * ↓). It follows that >b M R unit unit unit = >b M ρ. Finally, for terms of the form pifz pifz pifz M N P , where M : int int int and N, P : F F Fτ , we wish to show that (pifz pifz pifz M N P )θ R F F Fτ pifz pifz pifz M N P ρ. This means showing that, for all C R * τ h, Pr(C · pifz pifz pifz M θ N θ P θ↓) ≥ h * ( pifz pifz pifz M N P ρ).
If M ρ = ⊥, then pifz pifz pifz M N P ρ = N ρ ∧ P ρ. In that case, we note that Pr(C ·pifz pifz pifz M θ N θ P θ↓) is larger than or equal to min(Pr(C · N θ↓), Pr(C · P θ↓)): for every a ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1) way-below min(Pr(C · N θ↓), Pr(C · P θ↓)), we can derive C · N θ ↓ b for some b ≥ a, and C · P θ ↓ c for some c ≥ a; then, by Lemma 4.4, we can derive C · N θ ↓ a and C · P θ ↓ a, hence C ·pifz pifz pifz M θ N θ P θ ↓ a. By induction hypothesis, N θ R F F Fτ N ρ, so Pr(C · N θ↓) ≥ h * ( N ρ), and similarly Pr(C · P θ↓) ≥ h * ( P ρ). Therefore Pr(C · pifz pifz pifz M θ N θ P θ↓) ≥ min(h * ( N ρ), h * ( P ρ)) = h * ( N ρ ∧ P ρ) = h * ( pifz pifz pifz M N P ρ), since h * preserves binary infima (Proposition 4.1, item 3).
If M ρ = ⊥, then pifz pifz pifz M N P ρ = ifz ifz ifz M N P ρ, and the result follows from the previously seen case ifz ifz ifz M N P , plus rule (H).
2 Given a ground term (or context) M , M ρ does not depend on ρ, and we will simply write M in this case. While the applicative preorder is only defined at value types, one can extend it fairly trivially to computation types by letting M app τ N if and only if thunk thunk thunk M app U U Uτ thunk thunk thunk N . As for σ (Definition 4.3), we will freely reuse the notations app τ for all the variants of CBPV(D, P) considered in this paper, with or without and pifz pifz pifz. Any result that does not mention the language considered holds for all four: this will notably be the case in the current section.
The following is sometimes called Milner's Context Lemma in the setting of PCF, and we will prove it by using a variant of an argument due to A. Jung [ 
Full Abstraction
CBPV(D, P) is not fully abstract. One reason is the expected lack of a parallel if operator, as in PCF [9] . The other is the lack of a statistical termination tester, as in [5] .
We only give a sketch of the argument [18, Section 8] . Here (and later), we define:
• Ω σ = rec rec rec x σ .x σ , so Ω σ = ⊥.
• Ω τ = force force force Ω U U Uτ , so Ω τ = ⊥.
• For all M : F F Fint int int, N : F F Funit unit unit, and n ∈ N,
Through the use of a suitable logical relation, one can show that every ground CBPV(D, P) term P : int int int → int int int → F F Fint int int such that P (⊥)(0) = P (0)(⊥) = {0} also satisfies P (⊥)(⊥) = {0} [18, Lemma 8.3] . It follows that the terms:
where g has type U U U(int int int → int int int → F F Fint int int), satisfy M U U U(int int int→int int int→F F Fint int int)→F F Funit unit unit N in CBPV(D, P). However, M ≤ N , since M (G) = { } and N (G) = ⊥ where G is the parallel or map: G(0)(n) = G(n)(0) = {0} for every n ∈ Z ⊥ , G(1)(1) = {1}, G(m)(n) = ⊥ for all m, n ∈ Z ⊥ {0} such that (m, n) = (1, 1).
CBPV(D, P) +pifz pifz pifz is not fully abstract either. Consider the following terms: M = λg. force force force g(Ω V V Vunit unit unit ⊕ ret ret ret * ), N = λg.(force force force g(Ω V V Vunit unit unit )) to to to y V V Vunit unit unit in in in produce produce produce(y V V Vunit unit unit ⊕ ret ret ret * ).
where g has type U U U(V V Vunit unit unit → F F FV V Vunit unit unit). Both apply g and both choose at random between non-termination (Ω V V Vunit unit unit ) and returning immediately (ret ret ret * ), but M does the choice inside g's argument, while N does the choice after g returns. One can show that M U U U(V V Vunit unit unit→F F FV V Vunit unit unit)→F F FV V Vunit unit unit N in CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz, but M ≤ N [18, Proposition 8.8]. The latter is not too hard to see. We have
For every b ∈ (0, 1), let [> b] be the map that sends every ν ∈ V V Vunit unit unit to ↑{δ } if ν({ }) > b, and to ⊥ otherwisethis is essentially the semantics of >b .
Describable Types
Full abstraction for CBPV(D, P) +pifz pifz pifz + will follow from a series of auxiliary results that show that the Scott topology on various dcpos coincides with some other, simpler topologies. Before we make that precise, let us say that our goal is that every type should be describable, as defined below. For a Scott-open subset U of σ , where σ is a type, recall that χ U ∈ [ σ → S] is its characteristic map. We writeχ U for the map [produce produce produce ret ret ret ] • χ U , which maps every x ∈ σ to {δ } if x ∈ U , to ⊥ otherwise. It is an easy exercise to show that unit unit unit, int int int, products σ × τ of describable types, and types U U Uτ where τ is describable, are describable. For the other types, it will be useful to realize that every describable type has a base, not just a subbase, of definable open subsets. Moreover this base, which is obtained as the collection of finite intersections of subbasic open sets, is closed under finite intersections. We call strong base any base that is closed under finite intersections. Proof. For any two terms M, N : F F FV V Vunit unit unit, let M ∧ N be the term M to to to x V V Vunit unit unit in in in N , where x V V Vunit unit unit is a fresh variable. We write M 1 ∧ · · · ∧ M n for M 1 ∧ (M 2 ∧ · · · (M n ∧ produce produce produce ret ret ret * ) · · · ). Given finitely many open subsets U 1 , . . . , U n defined by terms M 1 , · · · , M n : σ → F F FV V Vunit unit unit respectively (where σ = σ if σ is a value type, σ = U U Uσ if σ is a computation type), the term λx σ .(M 1 x σ ) ∧ · · · ∧ (M n x σ ) then defines the intersection U 1 ∩ · · · ∩ U n . 2
Function types
A standard basis of [X → Y ] is given by the step
denotes the map that maps every element of U to b, and all others to ⊥. We show that this can be refined by requiring U i to be taken from some given strong base B X of the topology on X, and b i to be taken from some basis B Y of Y . We note that
To avoid this problem, we require our step functions to be of a special form. Proof. If so, then the family B z = {d ∈ B | d z} is nonempty (take W = Z) and directed (for any two
, and sup B z = z (for every open neighborhood W of z, some element of B z is in W so sup B z ≥ z, and the converse inequality is obvious). 2 A core-compact topological space X is one whose lattice of open subsets is a continuous dcpo. We write for the way-below relation on that lattice. Every locally compact space is core-compact, with U V if and only if U ⊆ Q ⊆ V for some compact saturated set Q. Lemma 8.5. Let X be a core-compact space, B X be a strong base of the topology of X, Y be a a continuous complete lattice, and B Y be a basis of Y . Then [X → Y ] is a continuous complete lattice, with a basis of (B X , B Y )step functions.
Proof. We apply Lemma 8.4 to Z = [X → Y ]. By Proposition 2 of [20] , Z is a bounded complete continuous dcpo with a basis B 0 of step functions, and since it has a top, it is a continuous complete lattice. Let B 1 be the family of step functions of the form
We can therefore apply our preliminary remark and conclude
Given any element sup m i=1 U i y i of B 1 , we can write it as sup I⊆{1,··· ,m} U I y I , where for each I ⊆ {1, · · · , m}, U I = i∈I U i and y I = sup i∈I y i . Note that: (a) for all I, J ⊆ {1, · · · , m}, I ⊆ J implies y I ≤ y J . Also:
Let B Enumerating the subsets I of {1, · · · , m} so that the cardinality of I never goes down, starting from the empty set, we replace y I by an element z I such that z I y I and z I ∈ B Y ; at each step, we also replace y J by sup(z I , y J ) for all strict supersets J of I, so that (a) still holds. Since B Y is a basis, for z I large enough, the resulting function will be in W . We can also require that z J ≤ z I for all J I, since all those elements z J have been chosen in previous steps so that z J y J . At the end of the enumeration, we obtain a function h = sup I⊆{1,··· ,m} U I z I of B 1 satisfying conditions (a) and (b), in W , below g hence way-below f , and such that z I ∈ B Y and z I y I for every I ∈ {1, · · · , m}. In particular, that element h is in B 2 . (A complete formal treatment can be found in [18, Lemma 9.9 ].) By our preliminary remark, B 2 is a basis of
2 Proposition 8.6. Let X be a continuous dcpo and Y be a continuous complete lattice. Let B X be a basis of X, B X be a base of the Scott topology on X. Let B Y be a basis of Y , and S Y be a subbase of the Scott topology on Y . Then:
Proof. The first part is Lemma 8.5. The second part is based on Lemma 5.16 of [21] , which states that the subsets [x → V ], x ∈ X, V open in Y , form a subbase of the topology of [X → Y ], as soon as X is a continuous poset and Y is a bc-domain (in particular, a continuous complete lattice). 2 We introduce the following abbreviations.
• For all M : int int int, N, P : τ , and for every n ∈ N, pif pif pif (M ==n) N P denotes pifz pifz pifz (pred pred pred n M ) N P . pif pif pif (M == n) N P ρ is equal to N ρ if M ρ = n, to P ρ if M ρ = n, ⊥ and to N ρ ∧ P ρ if M ρ = ⊥.
• Given terms M : int int int and N 1 , . . . , N n of type τ , pswitch pswitch pswitch M : 1 → N 1 | · · · | n → N n abbreviates:
In particular, if n = 0, this is equal to abort abort abort τ . We check that pswitch pswitch pswitch M : 1 → N 1 | · · · | n → N n ρ is equal to N m ρ if M ρ is an element m of {1, · · · , n}, to i∈{1,··· ,n} N i ρ if M ρ = ⊥, and to otherwise.
• Given terms M : unit unit unit and N : unit unit unit, M ∨ N : unit unit unit is >1/2 (pifz pifz pifz (M ; 0) (produce produce produce ret ret ret * ) (produce produce produce ret ret ret N )). We have M ∨ N ρ = sup( M ρ, N ρ).
• Given a term M : unit unit unit, n ∈ N and i ∈ N such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, [M : i] is the term of type F F Fint int int defined as pifz pifz pifz (M ; 0) abort abort abort F F Fint int int (produce produce produce i).
• Given terms M 1 , . . . , M n of type unit unit unit and N 1 , . . . , N n of type τ , pcase pcase pcase M 1 → N 1 | · · · | M n → N n abbreviates: ([M 1 : 1] · · · [M n : n])) to to to y int int int in in in pswitch pswitch pswitch y int int int : 1 → N 1 | · · · | n → N n .
Proof. By structural induction on τ , using Proposition 4.1, item 2 and Lemma 4.2.
2 We use the latter in order to show:
It follows: Proposition 8.9. For every describable value type σ, for every describable computation type τ , the type σ → τ is describable.
Proof. We use Proposition 8.6, with X = σ , Y = τ . B X (resp., B Y ) is the basis of definable elements of σ (resp., τ ). B X is the base of definable open subsets at type σ, obtained thanks to Lemma 8.2, and S Y is the subbase of definable open subsets at type τ . We first show that all the elements of B [X→Y ] are definable. This will imply that the definable elements at type σ → τ form a basis of σ → τ . We recall that such an element is a (B X , B Y )-step function f = sup I⊆{1,··· ,m} U I y I . Let 
Valuation Types
We have already mentioned in Section 4 that, for every continuous dcpo, V ≤1 X is a pointed continuous dcpo, and that its Scott topology coincides with the weak upwards topology [14] . The set B V ≤1 X of all simple probability valuations n i=1 a i δ xi , where each a i is a dyadic number in [0, 1], n i=1 a i ≤ 1, and each x i is a point in B X , is a basis of V ≤1 X.
•
The set S V ≤1 X of all opens [U > r], where U is an element of B X , and r is a dyadic number in (0, 1), is a subbase of the Scott topology on V ≤1 X.
Proof. By a theorem of Jones [2, Theorem 5.2] , the simple subprobability valuations form a basis of V ≤1 X. For every simple subprobability valuation ν = n i=1 a i δ xi , one easily checks that the collection D ν of simple subprobability valuations n i=1 b i δ yi with b i dyadic and way-below a i in [0, 1], and y i ∈ B X way-below x i , is directed, and sup D ν = ν.
Every element of D ν , as written above, is way-below ν. It is standard domain theory that given a dcpo Z, a point z ∈ Z that is the supremum of a directed family (z i ) i∈I , where z i is itself the supremum of a directed family D i of points way-below z i , then i∈I D i is directed and has z as supremum. In our case D ν is included in B V ≤1 X , showing that every continuous probability valuation is the supremum of a directed family of elements of B V ≤1 X .
In order to show the second part of the proposition, we consider an arbitrary subbasic open set [U > r] of the weak upwards (=Scott) topology, U open in X, r ∈ (0, 1). We write U as i∈I U i , where each U i is in B X , and r as the infimum of the numbers r n = 2 n r /2 n . Since 0 < r < 1, r n is in (0, 1) for n large enough. For every ν ∈ V ≤1 X, ν(U ) > r if and only if for some n large enough ν(U ) > r n , if and only if for some n large enough and some finite subset Although ⊕ is not associative, we can make sense of sums M 1 ⊕ M 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M 2 n of 2 n terms of type V V Vσ: when n = 0, this is just M 1 , otherwise this is (M 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M 2 n−1 ) ⊕ (M 2 n−1 +1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M 2 n ). This way, M 1 ⊕ M 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M 2 n ρ is simply equal to
and with the same m for all values of i. Hence, and letting k 0 = 2 m − n i=1 k i , ν can be written as a sum
and r is a dyadic number in (0, 1). Each U i is definable, that is,χ Ui = M i for some ground term M i : σ → F F FV V Vunit unit unit. Let us fix a variable
is definable by the term λy V V Vσ . >r (produce produce produce(do do do x σ ← y V V Vσ ; ret ret ret M (x σ ))). 2
F F F Types
The upper Vietoris topology on Q (X) (resp., Q ⊥ (X)) has basic open sets 2U = {Q ∈ Q (X) | Q ⊆ U }, where U ranges over the open subsets of X. 2U is Scott-open if X is well-filtered. Proposition 8.12. Let X be a pointed, coherent, continuous dcpo. Let B X be a basis of X, S X be a subbase of the Scott topology on X. Then:
• The set B Q ⊥ X consisting of ⊥ plus the compact saturated sets of the form ↑{x 1 , · · · , x n }, n ∈ N, where each x i is in B X , is a basis of Q ⊥ (X).
•
The set S Q ⊥ X of all opens 2U , where U ranges over non-empty finite unions of elements of S X , plus Q ⊥ X, is a base of the Scott topology on Q ⊥ (X).
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, item 1, Q Q if and only if Q = ⊥ or Q ⊆ int(Q). Now int(Q) can be written as x∈Q∩B X ↑ ↑ x, and since Q is compact, if Q ⊆ int(Q) then there are finitely many elements x 1 , . . . , x n of Q∩B X such that Q ⊆ n i=1 ↑ ↑ x i = int(↑{x 1 , · · · , x n }). By Lemma 8.4, this shows the first part.
Let U be a Scott-open subset of Q ⊥ (X). If ⊥ ∈ U, then U is the whole space, which is in S Q ⊥ X . Otherwise, U is a Scott-open subset of Q (X). By Proposition 4.1, item 1, Q (X) is a continuous complete lattice, so U is a union of sets of the form ↑ ↑ Q, where Q ranges over the elements of U belonging to any given basis, and ↑ ↑ is understood in Q (X). Using the first part, we can take those elements Q of the form ↑{x 1 , · · · , x n }, and then ↑ ↑ Q = {Q ∈ Q (X) | Q ⊆ int(↑{x 1 , · · · , x n })} = 2int(↑{x 1 , · · · , x n }).
We can therefore write U as a union of sets 2U , U open in X, and then we can write U as a union of finite intersections (taken in Q (X)) of elements of S X , hence as a directed union of finite unions of finite intersections of elements of S X , hence (by distributivity) as a directed union of finite intersections of finite unions of elements of S X . In Q (X) (not Q ⊥ (X)), 2 commutes with directed unions and finite intersections (this would not hold for the empty intersection in Q ⊥ (X)). The result follows.
2 Corollary 8.13. For every describable value type σ, F F Fσ is a describable computation type.
Proof. Let X = σ , B X be the basis of definable elements of σ , and S X be the subbase of definable open subsets at type σ, and let us use Proposition 8.12. For every element Q = ↑{x 1 , · · · , x n } of B Q ⊥ X , where each x i is in B X , hence x i = M i for some ground term M i : σ, the term M = produce produce produce M 1 · · · produce produce produce M n (abort abort abort F F Fσ if n = 0) defines Q, in the sense that Q = M . The term Ω F F Fσ defines ⊥.
We deal with the second part. The whole space F F Fσ is definable as an open set by the term λx F F Fσ . produce produce produce ret ret ret * . We consider the other elements 2U of S Q ⊥ X . Let us write U as a finite union U = m i=1 U i of elements of S X , where U i is defined by M i : σ → F F FV V Vunit unit unit in the sense thatχ Ui = M i . Then 2U is defined by λx F F Fσ .x F F Fσ to to to y σ in in in M (y σ ), where M (y σ ) = ( >1/2 (M 1 y σ ) ∨ · · · ∨ >1/2 (M m y σ )); produce produce produce ret ret ret * . 2
Full Abstraction
We now know that every type is describable. Hence: Theorem 8.14 (Full abstraction). CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + is inequationally fully abstract. For every value type τ , for every two ground CBPV(D, P) + pifz pifz pifz + terms M, N : τ , the following are equivalent:
Proof. 1 ⇔ 2 is by Theorem 7.2, 3 ⇒ 1 by Proposition 7.3. To show 1 ⇒ 3, we assume that M ≤ N . Since ≤ is the specialization ordering of the Scott topology on τ , and the latter has a subbase of definable elements, there is a ground term Q : 
Conclusion and Open Problems
We started from the question of using call-by-push-value as a way of getting around our ignorance of the existence of a Cartesian-closed category of continuous dcpos that would be closed under V ≤1 . This led us to define a pretty expressive call-by-push-value language with probabilistic choice and demonic non-determinism. We have gone so far as to show that it is inequationally fully abstract, once extended with parallel if pifz pifz pifz and statistical termination testersand those are required for that. One should note that both are implementable: pifz pifz pifz by standard dovetailing techniques, or more concretely by using threads, and >b M by guessing and checking a derivation of [ ] · M ↓ b, or more concretely by running M under a hypervisor that forks the process it emulates at each random binary choice ⊕: each subprocess that terminates after having gone through n random binary choices contributes 1/2 n to a global counter, and the hypervisor itself terminates when that counter exceeds b.
Three questions remain. (1) Is CBPV(D, P) + fully abstract, even without pifz pifz pifz? (2) Is abort abort abort F F Fσ needed for full abstraction? Note that >b does not just estimate probabilities of termination, but also catches the exception raised by abort abort abort F F Fσ , hence serves more than one purpose.
(3) Since the type U U UF F Fτ → U U UF F Fτ → F F Fτ is describable in CBPV(D, P)+ +pifz pifz pifz, the binary supremum map on F F Fτ is a directed supremum of definable values. That is angelic non-determinism. Is it itself definable?
